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2006 Impala

Report a problem with this article

Subject: 
Clunk Noise from rear of vehicle Supplement to 07-03-09-001

Models: 2006-2010 Chevrolet Impala

  

This PI was superseded to include information on stabilizer bar and insulator sizes. Please discard PIC5276.

The following diagnosis might be helpful if the vehicle exhibits the symptom(s) described in this PI.

Condition/Concern:
Some customers may comment on a creak, pop, or clunk noise coming from the rear of the vehicle even
after bulletin 07-03-09-001 has been performed.

If the issue described in bulletin 07-03-09-001 is not resolved after cutting the four lower tabs off of the
rubber isolator and lubricating the isolator then follow the information below.

Recommendation/Instructions:
Drive the vehicle to verify the creak/pop/clunk noise is still present. If the noise is still present disconnect
BOTH rear stabilizer links, Make sure that the disconnected stabilizer links do not interfere with other
suspension components or the body and drive the vehicle again. If the noise is gone verify you have the
correct stabilizer bar and insulator (see below). There have been reports where the incorrect stabilizer bar
was used with the incorrect stabilizer insulator causing a binding and/or noise concern.

Suspension RPO Stabilizer OD Tolerence Insulator ID Tolerence

FE1 16 mm +/- .08mm 15 mm +/- .5mm

FE3, 7B3, 9C1, 9C3 18 mm +/- .08mm 17 mm +/- .5mm

If the vehicle has the correct stabilizer bar and insulator replace the stabilizer bar insulators and clean the
stabilizer bar. It is important to clean all debris and lubricants from the stabilizer bar and its corresponding
insulators. It is also important to install non-lubricated stabilizer bar insulators should the insulator need
replacement.

Important: Disconnect BOTH stabilizer links during your diagnosis. Dealers are not removing both links at
the same time and therefore are not able to eliminate the noise.

Important: Failure to disconnect BOTH stabilizer links at the same time is likely to result in miss
diagnosing the condition and replacing the strut/coil needlessly.
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Please follow this diagnostic or repair process thoroughly and complete each step. If the condition exhibited
is resolved without completing every step, the remaining steps do not need to be performed.

GM bulletins are intended for use by professional technicians, NOT a "do-it-
yourselfer".  They are written to inform these technicians of conditions that
may occur on some vehicles, or to provide information that could assist in the
proper service of a vehicle.  Properly trained technicians have the equipment,
tools, safety instructions, and know-how to do a job properly and safely.  If a
condition is described, DO NOT assume that the bulletin applies to your
vehicle, or that your vehicle will have that condition.  See your GM dealer for
information on whether your vehicle may benefit from the information. 
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